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Acclaim for The Global Class War "You will never think about 'free trade' the
same way after reading Jeff Faux's superb book. As Faux makes clear, the
globalization debate is really about whose interests are served by global elites,
and how we need to go about reclaiming a democracy that serves ordinary
people. This book should transform public discourse in America." -Robert
Kuttner, founding coeditor of the American Prospect and a contributing columnist
to BusinessWeek "Jeff Faux's astonishing story of how class works will
scandalize the best names in Wall Street and Washington-especially the much
admired Robert Rubin, who along with other elites colluded behind the backs of
ordinary citizens in Mexico, Canada, and the United States. The most cynical
Americans will be shocked by the sordid details. This really is an important book."
-William Greider, author of The Soul of Capitalism and Secrets of the Temple
"Globalization is a cover for American imperialism, but the beneficiaries are not
the American people at the expense of foreigners but corporate executives at the
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expense of working-class and poor people wherever they may be. Jeff Faux
offers a comprehensive and devastating analysis." -Chalmers Johnson, author of
The Sorrows of Empire
An expose of the dark and critical role secret societies play within the ruling
families in America and their influence on American democracy, current events,
and world history. • Reveals the enormous influence secret societies still have on
contemporary American life. • Shows how the secret Masonic cells that
smuggled in the democratic ideals inspiring the American Revolution also
enabled the future elite of the new society to build huge fortunes. Elite and secret
societies have always been a major force in the history of Western civilization.
The alliances formed in secret societies such as the Knights Templar, the Knights
of Christ, and the Freemasons transcended patriotism and religious beliefs and
had a powerful influence on the establishment of the United States of America.
While these secret associations of merchants, smugglers, occultists, gamblers,
spies, and slavers succeeded in freeing the United States from foreign
domination, the dark side is that the elite used their secret connections to further
their own wealth and power. These secret cells did not hesitate to sponsor the
assassination of a president and even attempted to break up the union on
several occasions when it was deemed expedient. From the Sons of Liberty and
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the Essex Junto to the Ku Klux Klan, secret societies have played critical roles in
building the fortunes of America's elite. Now Steven Sora reveals in alarming
detail how secretive societies continue to wield power even today as
organizations such as Yale's Skull & Bones unite America's modern ruling
families as strongly as Masonic Lodges once connected the Astors, Livingstons,
and Roosevelts. Their immense power and wealth allow this elite to control
America to an even greater degree than the Templars once dominated Europe.
The invasion of Iraq in 2003, and the Coalition Government's failure to win
parliamentary approval for armed intervention in Syria in 2013, mark a period of
increased scrutiny of the process by which the UK engages in armed conflict. For
much of the media and civil society there now exists a constitutional convention
which mandates that the Government consults Parliament before commencing
hostilities. This is celebrated as representing a redistribution of power from the
executive towards a more legitimate, democratic institution. This book offers a
critical inquiry into Parliament's role in the war prerogative since the beginning of
the twentieth century, evaluating whether the UK's decisions to engage in conflict
meet the recognised standards of good governance: accountability, transparency
and participation. The analysis reveals a number of persistent problems in the
decision-making process, including Parliament's lack of access to relevant
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information, government 'legalisation' of parliamentary debates which frustrates
broader discussions of political legitimacy, and the skewing of debates via the
partial public disclosure of information based upon secret intelligence. The book
offers solutions to these problems to reinvigorate parliamentary discourse and to
address government withholding of classified information. It is essential reading
for anyone interested in war powers, the relationship between international law
and domestic politics, and the role of the Westminster Parliament in questions of
national security.
An explosive, headline-making portrait of Allen Dulles, the man who transformed
the CIA into the most powerful—and secretive—colossus in Washington, from the
founder of Salon.com and author of the New York Times bestseller Brothers.
America’s greatest untold story: the United States’ rise to world dominance
under the guile of Allen Welsh Dulles, the longest-serving director of the CIA.
Drawing on revelatory new materials—including newly discovered U.S.
government documents, U.S. and European intelligence sources, the personal
correspondence and journals of Allen Dulles’s wife and mistress, and exclusive
interviews with the children of prominent CIA officials—Talbot reveals the
underside of one of America’s most powerful and influential figures. Dulles’s
decade as the director of the CIA—which he used to further his public and private
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agendas—were dark times in American politics. Calling himself “the secretary of
state of unfriendly countries,” Dulles saw himself as above the elected law,
manipulating and subverting American presidents in the pursuit of his personal
interests and those of the wealthy elite he counted as his friends and
clients—colluding with Nazi-controlled cartels, German war criminals, and Mafiosi
in the process. Targeting foreign leaders for assassination and overthrowing
nationalist governments not in line with his political aims, Dulles employed those
same tactics to further his goals at home, Talbot charges, offering shocking new
evidence in the assassination of President John F. Kennedy. An exposé of
American power that is as disturbing as it is timely, The Devil’s Chessboard is a
provocative and gripping story of the rise of the national security state—and the
battle for America’s soul.
This "compellingly hard-hitting" bestseller from a Pulitzer Prize finalist gives
readers the complete untold story of the top-secret military base for the first time
(New York Times). It is the most famous military installation in the world. And it
doesn't exist. Located a mere seventy-five miles outside of Las Vegas in
Nevada's desert, the base has never been acknowledged by the U.S.
government — but Area 51 has captivated imaginations for decades. Myths and
hypotheses about Area 51 have long abounded, thanks to the intense secrecy
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enveloping it. Some claim it is home to aliens, underground tunnel systems, and
nuclear facilities. Others believe that the lunar landing itself was filmed there. The
prevalence of these rumors stems from the fact that no credible insider has ever
divulged the truth about his time inside the base. Until now. Annie Jacobsen had
exclusive access to nineteen men who served the base proudly and secretly for
decades and are now aged 75-92, and unprecedented access to fifty-five
additional military and intelligence personnel, scientists, pilots, and engineers
linked to the secret base, thirty-two of whom lived and worked there for extended
periods. In Area 51, Jacobsen shows us what has really gone on in the Nevada
desert, from testing nuclear weapons to building super-secret, supersonic jets to
pursuing the War on Terror. This is the first book based on interviews with eye
witnesses to Area 51 history, which makes it the seminal work on the subject.
Filled with formerly classified information that has never been accurately decoded
for the public, Area 51 weaves the mysterious activities of the top-secret base
into a gripping narrative, showing that facts are often more fantastic than fiction,
especially when the distinction is almost impossible to make.
«???????????? ???» – ??????? ???????? ??? ????????? ???? ?????????,
????????? ?????????? ??????? ??????? ???????, ????? ? ?????? ????????
??????? ????? ? ????? ????. ???? ???????, ???????? ? ??????????? ????
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??????? ?????, ??????? ????????? ? ?????, ???????????? ? ??????, ??
?????????? ? ????-?????????? ? ??? ????????. ?????? ???? ????????? ?
?????????? ????????, ? ???? ???????? ??????????? ??????, ? ???? ???? ??????
????? ????????, ? ??? ????? ??????? ???????????? ????????? ???, ???????????
??????, ???? ? ??????? ??????-?? ????????. ??????? ???? ? ???????? ??????,
??????? ???????? ??????. ?? ??? ????? ?????? ???? ?????????? ?????? ? ?????
?? ????? ??, ??? ????????? ??? ?????????.. ???????, ??? ?? ????????????
?????? ? ????????...
Jim Marrs can justifiably be considered the world’s leading conspiracy author,
with multimillion bestsellers like Alien Agenda, Rule by Secrecy, and the book
that Oliver Stone used as a basis for his JFK movie, Crossfire: The Plot That
Killed Kennedy. Now Marrs has allied with the web’s most popular conspiracy
forum to investigate everything from chemtrails to the Nazis’ Antarctic base,
moon landing hoaxes to UFOs, God as an alien to the end of the world in 2012.
AboveTopSecret.com is the Internet’s largest and most popular discussion board
community, with more than twelve million page views per month. It is dedicated
to the intelligent exchange of ideas and debate on a wide range of “alternative
topics” such as conspiracies, UFOs, paranormal, secret societies, political
scandals, new world order, terrorism, and dozens of related topics.
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AboveTopSecret’s popular podcast is downloaded tens of millions of times per
month. Marrs brings his rigorous journalist’s credentials to bear on these topics
and more, asking (and often answering) the essential who, what, when, where,
why, and how questions in compelling, page-turning fashion.
The groundbreaking first edition of Secret and Suppressed influenced many in
the conspiratorial 90s (including Chris Carter and his X-Files). Now comes the
second edition, presenting a new set of revelations, rants, visions and nightmares
that illuminate the paranoid and nightmarish post-9/11 world.
The New York Times bestselling journalist and leading conspiracy writer presents
his latest findings on the truth behind the 9/11 terror attacks. The terror attacks of
September 11, 2001 ushered the United States into an era of war across the
Middle East and government surveillance at home. In The Terror Conspiracy
Revisited, Jim Marrs updates his authoritative dissection of the official story of
9/11. This revised edition is packed with explosive material including: The
revelations of former New Jersey attorney General John Farmer, who served as
Senior Counsel to the 9/11 Commission: "At some level of the government, at
some point in time. . .there was an agreement not to tell the truth about what
happened." Commission cochairman Thomas Kean's suspicion of deceit: "We to
this day don't know why NORAD told us what they told us. It was just so far from
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the truth." The conclusion of European scientists that there was nanothermite in
the World Trade Center debris, a high explosive generally available only through
the US military. The investigation by Pilots For 9/11 Truth and their conclusion
that hijackers could not have accessed the cockpit of Flight 77. One thing we
know to be true is that the full truth about the September 11th attacks has not yet
been presented to the American public. Jim Marrs thoroughly dismantles the
credibility of the US government's narrative and leaves the reader with some
unsavory but indisputable conclusionsesented to the American public. Jim Marrs
thoroughly dismantles the credibility of the US government's narrative and leaves
the reader with some unsavory but indisputable conclusions.
The transition from President Donald J. Trump to President Joseph R. Biden Jr. stands as one
of the most dangerous periods in American history. But as # 1 internationally bestselling author
Bob Woodward and acclaimed reporter Robert Costa reveal for the first time, it was far more
than just a domestic political crisis. Woodward and Costa interviewed more than 200 people at
the center of the turmoil, resulting in more than 6,000 pages of transcripts—and a spellbinding
and definitive portrait of a nation on the brink. This classic study of Washington takes readers
deep inside the Trump White House, the Biden White House, the 2020 campaign, and the
Pentagon and Congress, with vivid, eyewitness accounts of what really happened. Peril is
supplemented throughout with never-before-seen material from secret orders, transcripts of
confidential calls, diaries, emails, meeting notes and other personal and government records,
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making for an unparalleled history. It is also the first inside look at Biden’s presidency as he
faces the challenges of a lifetime: the continuing deadly pandemic and millions of Americans
facing soul-crushing economic pain, all the while navigating a bitter and disabling partisan
divide, a world rife with threats, and the hovering, dark shadow of the former president. “We
have much to do in this winter of peril,” Biden declared at his inauguration, an event marked by
a nerve-wracking security alert and the threat of domestic terrorism. Peril is the extraordinary
story of the end of one presidency and the beginning of another, and represents the
culmination of Bob Woodward’s news-making trilogy on the Trump presidency, along with
Fear and Rage. And it is the beginning of a collaboration with fellow Washington Post reporter
Robert Costa that will remind readers of Woodward’s coverage, with Carl Bernstein, of
President Richard M. Nixon’s final days.
Throw out everything you think you know about history. Close the approved textbooks, turn off
the corporate mass media, and whatever you do, don't believe anything you hear from the
government—The Rise of the Fourth Reich reveals the truth about American power. In this
explosive new book, the legendary Jim Marrs, author of the underground bestseller Rule by
Secrecy, reveals the frighteningly real possibility that today the United States is becoming the
Fourth Reich, the continuation of an ideology thought to have been vanquished more than a
half century ago. This concept may seem absurd to those who cannot see past the rosecolored spin, hype, and disinformation poured out daily by the media conglomerates—most of
which are owned by the very same families and corporations who supported the Nazis before
World War II. But as Marrs precisely explains, National Socialism never died, but rather its
hideous philosophy is alive and active in modern America. Unfortunately, most people cannot
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understand the shadowy links between fascism and corporate power, the military, and our
elected leaders. While the United States helped defeat the Germans in World War II, we failed
to defeat the Nazis. At the end of the war, ranking Nazis, along with their young and fanatical
protégés, used the loot of Europe to create corporate front companies in many countries,
including the United States of America. Utilizing their stolen wealth, men with Nazi
backgrounds and mentalities wormed their way into corporate America, slowly buying up and
consolidating companies into giant multinational conglomerates. Many thousands of other
Nazis came to the United States under classified programs such as Project Paperclip. They
brought with them miraculous weapon technology that helped win the space race but they also
brought their insidious Nazi philosophy within our borders. This ideology based on the
authoritarian premise that the end justifies the means—including unprovoked wars of
aggression and curtailment of individual liberties—has gained an iron hold in the "land of the
free and the home of the brave." For the first time Jim Marrs has gathered compelling evidence
that an effort has been underway for the past sixty years to bring a form of National Socialism
to modern America, creating in essence a modern empire—or "Fourth Reich"!
Award winning journalist Ted Gup exposes how and why our most important institutions
increasingly keep secrets from the very people they are supposed to serve.Drawing on his
decades as an investigative reporter, Ted Gup argues that a preoccupation with secrets has
undermined the very values--security, patriotism, and privacy--in whose name secrecy is so
often invoked. He explores the blatant exploitation of privacy and confidentiality in academia,
business, and the courts, and concludes that in case after case, these principles have been
twisted to allow the emergence of a shadow system of justice, unaccountable to the public.
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Nation of Secrets not only sounds the alarm to warn against an unethical way of life, but calls
for the preservation of our democracy as we know it.
One of the U.S. government's leading China experts reveals the hidden strategy fueling that
country's rise – and how Americans have been seduced into helping China overtake us as the
world's leading superpower. For more than forty years, the United States has played an
indispensable role helping the Chinese government build a booming economy, develop its
scientific and military capabilities, and take its place on the world stage, in the belief that
China's rise will bring us cooperation, diplomacy, and free trade. But what if the "China Dream"
is to replace us, just as America replaced the British Empire, without firing a shot? Based on
interviews with Chinese defectors and newly declassified, previously undisclosed national
security documents, The Hundred-Year Marathon reveals China's secret strategy to supplant
the United States as the world's dominant power, and to do so by 2049, the one-hundredth
anniversary of the founding of the People's Republic. Michael Pillsbury, a fluent Mandarin
speaker who has served in senior national security positions in the U.S. government since the
days of Richard Nixon and Henry Kissinger, draws on his decades of contact with the "hawks"
in China's military and intelligence agencies and translates their documents, speeches, and
books to show how the teachings of traditional Chinese statecraft underpin their actions. He
offers an inside look at how the Chinese really view America and its leaders – as barbarians
who will be the architects of their own demise. Pillsbury also explains how the U.S. government
has helped – sometimes unwittingly and sometimes deliberately – to make this "China Dream"
come true, and he calls for the United States to implement a new, more competitive strategy
toward China as it really is, and not as we might wish it to be. The Hundred-Year Marathon is a
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wake-up call as we face the greatest national security challenge of the twenty-first century.
History is being made in U.S.-Cuban relations. Now in paperback and updated to tell the real
story behind the stunning December 17, 2014, announcement by President Obama and
President Castro of their move to restore full diplomatic relations, this powerful book is
essential to understanding ongoing efforts toward normalization in a new era of engagement.
Challenging the conventional wisdom of perpetual conflict and aggression between the United
States and Cuba since 1959, Back Channel to Cuba chronicles a surprising, untold history of
bilateral efforts toward rapprochement and reconciliation. William M. LeoGrande and Peter
Kornbluh here present a remarkably new and relevant account, describing how, despite the
intense political clamor surrounding efforts to improve relations with Havana, negotiations have
been conducted by every presidential administration since Eisenhower's through secret, backchannel diplomacy. From John F. Kennedy's offering of an olive branch to Fidel Castro after
the missile crisis, to Henry Kissinger's top secret quest for normalization, to Barack Obama's
promise of a new approach, LeoGrande and Kornbluh uncovered hundreds of formerly secret
U.S. documents and conducted interviews with dozens of negotiators, intermediaries, and
policy makers, including Fidel Castro and Jimmy Carter. They reveal a fifty-year record of
dialogue and negotiations, both open and furtive, that provides the historical foundation for the
dramatic breakthrough in U.S.-Cuba ties.
Being a teen or tween isn't easy for anyone but it can be especially tough for Asperkids.
Jennifer O'Toole knows; she was one! This book is a top secret guide to all of the hidden social
rules in life that often seem strange and confusing to young people with Asperger syndrome.
The Asperkid's (Secret) Book of Social Rules offers witty and wise insights into baffling social
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codes such as making and keeping friends, blending in versus standing out from the crowd,
and common conversation pitfalls. Chock full of illustrations, logical explanations, and comic
strip practice sessions, this is the handbook that every adult Aspie wishes they'd had growing
up. Ideal for all 10-17 year olds with Asperger syndrome, this book provides inside information
on over thirty social rules in bite-sized chunks that older children will enjoy, understand, and
most importantly use daily to navigate the mysterious world around them.
Set aside your preconceptions of the world, of what you've read in your history textbooks, and
what you see and hear from the mainstream media. Jim Marrs, award-winning journalist and
author of Alien Agenda and the New York Times bestseller Crossfire, is about to change your
perspective, as he unmasks the hidden masters of history and religion. In Rule by Secrecy
Marrs painstakingly examines the world's most closely guarded secrets, tracing the history of
secret societies and the power they have wielded, from the ancient mysteries to modern-day
conspiracy theories. Searching for truth, he uncovers disturbing evidence that the real movers
and shakers of the world collude to start and stop wars, manipulate stock markets and interest
rates, maintain class distinctions, and even censor the six o'clock news. And they do this under
the auspices of the Council on Foreign Relations, the Trilateral Commission, the Bilderbergers,
the CIA, and even the Vatican. According to Marrs, the power of these groups extends as far
back as humankind's prehistory. Drawing on historical evidence and his own impeccable
research, IMarrs clearly traces the mysteries that connect these modern-day secret societies to
the Freemasons, the Illuminati, the Knights Templar, and Egypt's Great Pyramids. The result is
a masterful synthesis of historical information, much of it long hidden from the public, that
sheds light on the people and organizations that rule our lives. Disturbing, thought-provoking,
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and utterly compelling, Rule by Secrecy offers a provocative worldview that may explain who
are we, where we came from, and where are we going.
Now a 6-part mini-series called Why the Rest of Us Die airing on VICE TV! The shocking truth
about the government’s secret plans to survive a catastrophic attack on US soil—even if the
rest of us die—is “a frightening eye-opener” (Kirkus Reviews) that spans the dawn of the
nuclear age to today, and "contains everything one could possibly want to know" (The Wall
Street Journal). Every day in Washington, DC, the blue-and-gold first Helicopter Squadron,
codenamed “MUSSEL,” flies over the Potomac River. As obvious as the Presidential
motorcade, most people assume the squadron is a travel perk for VIPs. They’re only half right:
while the helicopters do provide transport, the unit exists to evacuate high-ranking officials in
the event of a terrorist or nuclear attack on the capital. In the event of an attack, select officials
would be whisked by helicopters to a ring of secret bunkers around Washington, even as
ordinary citizens were left to fend for themselves. “In exploring the incredible lengths (and
depths) that successive administrations have gone to in planning for the aftermath of a nuclear
assault, Graff deftly weaves a tale of secrecy and paranoia” (The New York Times Book
Review) with details "that read like they've been ripped from the pages of a pulp spy novel"
(Vice). For more than sixty years, the US government has been developing secret Doomsday
strategies to protect itself, and the multibillion-dollar Continuity of Government (COG) program
takes numerous forms—from its potential to evacuate the Liberty Bell from Philadelphia to the
plans to launch nuclear missiles from a Boeing-747 jet flying high over Nebraska. Garrett M.
Graff sheds light on the inner workings of the 650-acre compound, called Raven Rock, just
miles from Camp David, as well as dozens of other bunkers the government built for its top
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leaders during the Cold War, from the White House lawn to Cheyenne Mountain in Colorado to
Palm Beach, Florida, and the secret plans that would have kicked in after a Cold War nuclear
attack to round up foreigners and dissidents and nationalize industries. Equal parts a
presidential, military, and cultural history, Raven Rock tracks the evolution of the government
plan and the threats of global war from the dawn of the nuclear era through the War on Terror.
Rule by SecrecyHidden History That Connects the Trilateral Commission, the Freemasons,
and the Great Pyramids, TheHarper Collins

What secrets connect Egypt‘s Great Pyramids, the Freemasons, and the Council
on Foreign Relations? In this astonishing book, celebrated journalist Jim Marrs
examines the world‘s most closely guarded secrets, tracing the history of
clandestine societies and the power they have wielded – from the ancient
mysteries to modern–day conspiracy theories. Searching for truth, he uncovers
disturbing evidence that the real movers and shakers of the world collude
covertly to start and stop wars, manipulate stock markets, maintain class
distinctions, and even censor the news. Provocative and utterly compelling, Rule
by Secrecy offers a singular worldview that may explain who we are, where we
came from, and where we are going.
In this book, we have hand-picked the most sophisticated, unanticipated,
absorbing (if not at times crackpot!), original and musing book reviews of "Rule
by Secrecy: The Hidden History That Connects the Trilateral Commission, the
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Freemasons, and the Great Pyramids." Don't say we didn't warn you: these
reviews are known to shock with their unconventionality or intimacy. Some may
be startled by their biting sincerity; others may be spellbound by their unbridled
flights of fantasy. Don't buy this book if: 1. You don't have nerves of steel. 2. You
expect to get pregnant in the next five minutes. 3. You've heard it all.
Did you know? • Freemasonry's first American lodge included a young Benjamin
Franklin among its members. • The Knights Templar began as impoverished
warrior monks then evolved into bankers. • Groom Lake, Dreamland, Homey
Airport, Paradise Ranch, The Farm, Watertown Strip, Red Square, “The Box,”
are all names for Area 51. An indispensable guide, Cults, Conspiracies, and
Secret Societies connects the dots and sets the record straight on a host of
greedy gurus and murderous messiahs, crepuscular cabals and suspicious
coincidences. Some topics are familiar—the Kennedy assassinations, the
Bilderberg Group, the Illuminati, the People's Temple and Heaven's Gate—and
some surprising, like Oulipo, a select group of intellectuals who created wild
formulas for creating literary masterpieces, and the Chauffeurs, an eighteenthcentury society of French home invaders, who set fire to their victims' feet.
A “succinct and well-written” look at how presidents use secrecy to protect the
nation, foster diplomacy—and gain power (The Wall Street Journal). Ever since
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the nation’s most important secret meeting—the Constitutional
Convention—presidents have struggled to balance open, accountable government
with necessary secrecy in military affairs and negotiations. For the first one
hundred and twenty years, a culture of open government persisted, but new
threats and technology have long since shattered the old bargains. Today,
presidents neither protect vital information nor provide the open debate
Americans expect. Mary Graham tracks the rise in governmental secrecy that
began with surveillance and loyalty programs during Woodrow Wilson’s
administration, explores how it developed during the Cold War, and analyzes
efforts to reform the secrecy apparatus and restore oversight in the 1970s.
Chronicling the expansion of presidential secrecy in the Bush years, Graham
explains what presidents and the American people can learn from earlier crises,
why the attempts of Congress to rein in stealth activities don’t work, and why
presidents cannot hide actions that affect citizens’ rights and values.
“Engrossing . . . chilling and fascinating.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)
Bestselling author Jim Marrs steps once again to the cutting-edge of research
into conspiracies and hidden truths. In Our Occulted History, Marrs goes beyond
the revelations of his classic Alien Agenda and illustrates how human civilization
may have originated with non-humans who visited earth eons ago...and may still
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be here today Our Occulted History: Do the Global Elite Conceal Ancient Aliens?
is an extensive survey that includes a mass of well-documented scientific and
historical texts and sources. It will change the way you view the origins of
mankind and the current state of society. No subject is too controversial for
Marrs, an award-winning journalist whose other investigative works include
Crossfire: The Plot That Killed Kennedy, the basis for the Oliver Stone film JFK;
Rule by Secrecy; and The Trillion-Dollar Conspiracy.
A journalist's penetrating look at the untold story of christian fundamentalism's
most elite organization, a self-described invisible network dedicated to a religion
of power for the powerful They are the Family—fundamentalism's avant-garde,
waging spiritual war in the halls of American power and around the globe. They
consider themselves the new chosen—congressmen, generals, and foreign
dictators who meet in confidential cells, to pray and plan for a "leadership led by
God," to be won not by force but through "quiet diplomacy." Their base is a leafy
estate overlooking the Potomac in Arlington, Virginia, and Jeff Sharlet is the only
journalist to have reported from inside its walls. The Family is about the other half
of American fundamentalist power—not its angry masses, but its sophisticated
elites. Sharlet follows the story back to Abraham Vereide, an immigrant preacher
who in 1935 organized a small group of businessmen sympathetic to European
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fascism, fusing the far right with his own polite but authoritarian faith. From that
core, Vereide built an international network of fundamentalists who spoke the
language of establishment power, a "family" that thrives to this day. In public,
they host Prayer Breakfasts; in private, they preach a gospel of "biblical
capitalism," military might, and American empire. Citing Hitler, Lenin, and Mao as
leadership models, the Family's current leader, Doug Coe, declares, "We work
with power where we can, build new power where we can't." Sharlet's discoveries
dramatically challenge conventional wisdom about American fundamentalism,
revealing its crucial role in the unraveling of the New Deal, the waging of the cold
war, and the no-holds-barred economics of globalization. The question Sharlet
believes we must ask is not "What do fundamentalists want?" but "What have
they already done?" Part history, part investigative journalism, The Family is a
compelling account of how fundamentalism came to be interwoven with American
power, a story that stretches from the religious revivals that have shaken this
nation from its beginning to fundamentalism's new frontiers. No other book about
the right has exposed the Family or revealed its far-reaching impact on
democracy, and no future reckoning of American fundamentalism will be able to
ignore it.
The tenth-anniversary edition of the book that changed lives in profound ways,
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now with a new foreword and afterword. In 2006, a groundbreaking featurelength film revealed the great mystery of the universe—The Secret—and, later that
year, Rhonda Byrne followed with a book that became a worldwide bestseller.
Fragments of a Great Secret have been found in the oral traditions, in literature,
in religions and philosophies throughout the centuries. For the first time, all the
pieces of The Secret come together in an incredible revelation that will be lifetransforming for all who experience it. In this book, you’ll learn how to use The
Secret in every aspect of your life—money, health, relationships, happiness, and
in every interaction you have in the world. You’ll begin to understand the hidden,
untapped power that’s within you, and this revelation can bring joy to every
aspect of your life. The Secret contains wisdom from modern-day teachers—men
and women who have used it to achieve health, wealth, and happiness. By
applying the knowledge of The Secret, they bring to light compelling stories of
eradicating disease, acquiring massive wealth, overcoming obstacles, and
achieving what many would regard as impossible.
Late in World War II, Adolf Hitler is about to achieve his greatest victory: the
capture of Solomon’s Treasure, the world’s most sacred treasure trove,
representing both gold and precious gems as well as ancient knowledge. He
believes it will guarantee his dream of a thousand-year Reich. Jim Marrs
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presents an edgy combination of fact and fiction in this wide-reaching story of
ancient secrets uncovered in the midst of war. The first novel from Marrs, this
book follows his bestseller The Rise of the Fourth Reich. He uses his factual
research into the Nazis' fascination with the occult and their search for iconic
treasures as a basis for this novel. Can Giselle Tchaikovsky, a young American
woman who achieved fame as a teenage ballet dancer in the 1930s, stop Hitler’s
dream of world conquest? Can the secret sisterhood she creates do anything
against the Nazi juggernaut of men and machines? Will the sisterhood bring
about a resurgence of the feminine goddess aspect of humanity in time to spare
the world this madman’s holocaust? Jim Marrs presents an edgy combination of
fact and fiction in this wide-reaching story of ancient secrets uncovered in the
midst of war. It’s a tale of love and war, ancient mysteries, and the struggle to
balance the human soul. The first novel from Marrs, this book follows his New
York Times bestseller The Rise of the Fourth Reich. He uses his factual research
into the Nazis' fascination with the occult and their search for iconic treasures as
a basis for the novel.
A collection of the author's lesser-known writings includes stories, personal
reminiscences, previously deleted excerpts from her diary, and an unfinished
novel composed while she was hidden from the Nazis.
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What is the truth about UFOs and the coming of the New World Order? In his latest
release the former military intelligence operative, known as Commander X, offers
startling evidence of a top-secret war being waged by the Secret Government and its
allies -- both human and alien -- against the people of Earth. Go inside Area 51s
notorious underground bunkers where an alien technology has been developed based
upon UFO crashes and 'trade deals' with a group of ETs known as the Grays; discover
the potential danger of Tesla's Death Ray which can be aimed at any one of us; find out
about the existence of HARP, an electronic broadcasting system that is capable of
widespread mind control; the chapter on Beam Weapons and the New World Order,
offers a rundown on the full and incredible array of electromagnetic transmitters
currently in use (and more going into operation every year ); also includes an 'insiders'
glimpse into the true capabilities of the New World Order and recent updates on the
Philadelphia Experiment, Phoenix and Montauk Projects as well as recent
developments in time travel, interdimensional manipulation and other conspiracies that
will make you numb.
The truth begins here Author and award-winning Journalist Jim Marrs has uncovered
compelling new evidence regarding extraterrestrials-that alien life forms have not only
visited our planet in the past, but are among us right now. Drawing on numerous
eyewitness accounts, highly classified CIA reports, and his own meticulous research,
Marrs marshals an impressive array of facts to confirm the reality of UFOs--as well as
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the depth of the government campaign to keep America in the dark. Here is information
unavailable in any other single source, including: Intriguing insights into the 1947
Roswell crash and the U.S. military's efforts to suppress all public inquiries Detailed
accounts of UFO landing sites in South America and of abductions in the U.S. Vivid
descriptions of UFOs by Apollo astronauts-in their own words Tantalizing clues to the
alien timetable for revealing their plans here And much more!
"It is the contention of the author that the major events of the past, the wars, the
depressions and the revolutions, have been planned years in advance by an
international conspiracy."--Page 4 of cover.
From the food we eat, the water we drink to the air we breathe, everything these days
seems capable of killing us. Recently we have seen an unprecedented number of
deaths due to medications for diseases that may not even exist, obscure cancers
caused by our modern devices, and brutal police tactics. All a coincidence? Think
again. In Population Control, acclaimed journalist Jim Marrs lays out a stunning case for
his most audacious conspiracy yet: the scheme concocted by a handful of global elites
to reduce the world’s population to 500 million by whatever means necessary and
make a profit from it. Marrs, the bestselling author of Rule by Secrecy and The Trillion
Dollar Conspiracy, pulls no punches in exposing this evil and chillingly effective plan.
He explains how a small group of tremendously wealthy and powerful people control
virtually every important industry – guns, oil, pharmaceuticals, food, and of course the
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media – and how it uses this vast network of conglomerates to take actions that lead to
the deaths of men and women all over the world. In the explosive Population Control,
Marrs lays bare the damning truths corporate owners don’t want you to discover: how
they’ve spied on private citizens, intentionally spread disease, and destroyed the
planet chasing profits, all to improve the lives of a privileged few while eliminating
everyone else. Finally, he offers a citizen’s blueprint for fighting back.
From the author of the #1 New York Times bestseller CRISIS OF CHARACTER comes
an explosive new exposé of the Secret Service. The United States Secret Service is
tasked with protecting our Presidents, their families, and the complex in which they live
and work. Given this important mission, world stability rests upon the shoulders of its
agents. In his new book, former Secret Service officer Gary Byrne takes readers behind
the scenes to understand the agency's history and today's security failings that he
believes put Americans at risk The American public knows the stories of Secret Service
heroism, but they don't know about the hidden legacy of problems that have plagued
the agency ever since its creation. Gary Byrne says that decades of catastrophic public
failures, near misses, and bureaucratic and cultural rot threaten to erode this critical
organization from the inside out. Today, as it works to protect President Trump, the
Secret Service stands at a crossroads, and the time needed to choose the right course
is running out. Agents and officers are leaving the Secret Service in droves, or they're
being overworked to the point where they lose focus on the job. Management makes
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decisions based on politics, not the welfare of their employees. Byrne believes that this
means danger for the men and women of the Secret Service, danger for the President
they protect, and danger for the nation. In this book, he shares what he has witnessed
and learned about the Secret Service with the hope that the problems of this most
important agency can be fixed before it's too late.
A deep dive into the origins, history, members, and workings of the Illuminati from a
well-known and respected expert. Chilling initiations. Big banks and money
manipulations. Possible links to the Rockefellers, Rothschilds, Adamses, and Bushes.
Reviewing the evidence, documents, and connections, The Illuminati: The Secret
Society That Hijacked the World by award-winning journalist and author Jim Marrs
shines a light on the history, workings, continuing influence, and pernicious and hidden
power of this secret order. Surveying experts—from those who dismiss the Illuminati as
a short-lived group of little consequence to skeptics who dare question the
government's accounts and pronouncements—Marrs cuts through the wild speculation
and the attempts to silence critical thinkers to tell the true story of this secret cabal. He
investigates their origin as “The Ancient and Illuminated Seers of Bavaria,” the
depiction on the United States one-dollar bill of an all-seeing eye and pyramid on the
reverse of the Great Seal of the United States, the Protocols—or procedures—for
usurping national governments and gaining world domination, the symbolism found in
today's international corporate logos, Knights Templar, assassins, Skull and Bones,
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whistle blowers, the revolutions in France, Russia, and America, and much, much
more. Wealth, power, and intrigue come together in this in-depth exposé on the
Illuminati, their history, connections to powerful people, and their place in modern
America.
America's economy is in shambles . . . Its citizens are terrified and dissatisfied . . .
Could it all have been planned by a secret elite one hundred years ago? The New
World Order. Hitler referred to it in his diaries. President George H. W. Bush foretold of
it in his speeches. Formed by a secretive global elite, the group seeking this new order
has taken hold of the nation—and perhaps the world. Its influence pervades every
aspect of American society, from the products we buy at the grocery store to the topics
of evening news programs. But could it also be true that the New World Order caused
one of the greatest financial catastrophes of our time? Bestselling author and legendary
conspiracy researcher Jim Marrs has yet again exposed information that the
mainstream corporate media has refused to report, unearthing the lies to expose the
insidious alliances that make up a secret world. In the explosive The Trillion-Dollar
Conspiracy, Marrs digs beneath the media noise surrounding the financial bailouts of
2008 and 2009 while exploring the back rooms and shadowy deals of our nation’s past
to craft a frightening history that no one else is brave enough to tell.
Amoral, cunning, ruthless, and instructive, this multi-million-copy New York Times
bestseller is the definitive manual for anyone interested in gaining, observing, or
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defending against ultimate control – from the author of The Laws of Human Nature. In
the book that People magazine proclaimed “beguiling” and “fascinating,” Robert
Greene and Joost Elffers have distilled three thousand years of the history of power into
48 essential laws by drawing from the philosophies of Machiavelli, Sun Tzu, and Carl
Von Clausewitz and also from the lives of figures ranging from Henry Kissinger to P.T.
Barnum. Some laws teach the need for prudence (“Law 1: Never Outshine the
Master”), others teach the value of confidence (“Law 28: Enter Action with Boldness”),
and many recommend absolute self-preservation (“Law 15: Crush Your Enemy
Totally”). Every law, though, has one thing in common: an interest in total domination.
In a bold and arresting two-color package, The 48 Laws of Power is ideal whether your
aim is conquest, self-defense, or simply to understand the rules of the game.
Every president has had a unique and complicated relationship with the intelligence
community. While some have been coolly distant, even adversarial, others have found
their intelligence agencies to be among the most valuable instruments of policy and
power. Since John F. Kennedy's presidency, this relationship has been distilled into a
personalized daily report: a short summary of what the intelligence apparatus considers
the most crucial information for the president to know that day about global threats and
opportunities. This top–secret document is known as the President's Daily Brief, or,
within national security circles, simply “the Book.” Presidents have spent anywhere
from a few moments (Richard Nixon) to a healthy part of their day (George W. Bush)
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consumed by its contents; some (Bill Clinton and George H. W. Bush) consider it far
and away the most important document they saw on a regular basis while commander
in chief. The details of most PDBs are highly classified, and will remain so for many
years. But the process by which the intelligence community develops and presents the
Book is a fascinating look into the operation of power at the highest levels. David
Priess, a former intelligence officer and daily briefer, has interviewed every living
president and vice president as well as more than one hundred others intimately
involved with the production and delivery of the president's book of secrets. He offers
an unprecedented window into the decision making of every president from Kennedy to
Obama, with many character–rich stories revealed here for the first time.

Donna Tartt, winner of the 2014 Pulitzer Prize for her most recent novel, The
Goldfinch, established herself as a major talent with The Secret History, which
has become a contemporary classic. Under the influence of their charismatic
classics professor, a group of clever, eccentric misfits at an elite New England
college discover a way of thinking and living that is a world away from the
humdrum existence of their contemporaries. But when they go beyond the
boundaries of normal morality their lives are changed profoundly and forever, and
they discover how hard it can be to truly live and how easy it is to kill.
“Few outsiders have any realistic sense of the innards, motives, rivalries, and
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fears of the Chinese Communist leadership. But we all know much more than
before, thanks to Richard McGregor’s illuminating and richly-textured look at the
people in charge of China’s political machinery.... Invaluable.” — James Fallows,
National Correspondent for The Atlantic The Party is Financial Times reporter
Richard McGregor’s eye-opening investigation into China’s Communist Party,
and the integral role it has played in the country’s rise as a global superpower
and rival to the United States. Many books have examined China’s economic
rise, human rights record, turbulent history, and relations with the U.S.; none until
now, however, have tackled the issue central to understanding all of these
issues: how the ruling communist government works. The Party delves deeply
into China’s secretive political machine.
Every day, corporations are connecting the dots about our personal
behavior—silently scrutinizing clues left behind by our work habits and Internet
use. But who connects the dots about what firms are doing with all this
information? Frank Pasquale exposes how powerful interests abuse secrecy for
profit and explains ways to rein them in.
In a future where the Population Police enforce the law limiting a family to only
two children, Luke, an illegal third child, has lived all his twelve years in isolation
and fear on his family's farm in this start to the Shadow Children series from
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Margaret Peterson Haddix. Luke has never been to school. He's never had a
birthday party, or gone to a friend's house for an overnight. In fact, Luke has
never had a friend. Luke is one of the shadow children, a third child forbidden by
the Population Police. He's lived his entire life in hiding, and now, with a new
housing development replacing the woods next to his family's farm, he is no
longer even allowed to go outside. Then, one day Luke sees a girl's face in the
window of a house where he knows two other children already live. Finally, he's
met a shadow child like himself. Jen is willing to risk everything to come out of
the shadows—does Luke dare to become involved in her dangerous plan? Can he
afford not to?
Examines the history of the role of free press in democracy and argues that
unrestrained leaking of government secrets in post-9/11 America endangers
national security.
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